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Introduction 
Mu& has been written abut the theorems of Jordan-Hiilder and Schreier after 
the publication sf ‘tie original works of Jordan 19; 10, p. 42). H&%x [7) and 
Schreier [ t 5). The most famuus papers on this subject are those of Zassenhaus 
(17) and Ore [ 13, 141. More rment notes were written by Hilton and Ledermann 
[61, Crilenko, Sul’gelfhr [2) and Wyfcr [16f. The ai$n of this pqxr is to give a 
common b3sis for these developments and to point out the difference between the 
Jordan-H3der Theorem and the Schreier Theorem. 
The material in this paper is organized in the following manner: 8 1 a general 
description af situations. the SO called “Jordan-Hi)lder -Schreier Situations”, in 
which it is possible to ask whether the Jardan-- -Halder and Schreier Theorems are 
valid. &me logical dependences between these two theorems are also mentioned. 
It seems hopeless to find B non-trivial mxessary and sufficient condition for the 
validity crf the theorems in general Jordan -HGlder--Sczhreier Situations. Sufficient 
conditions with respect o the Jordan-- Hiilder Theorem are given in § 2, and much 
stronger ones which imply the Schreier Theorem by means ;of a “Zassenhaus Lemma” 
are given in 94. 
In this axiomatic approach the difference between the Jordan-HiSlder Theorem 
and the Schreier Theorem lies in the fact that we need a notion of “union” 
(cf. stxtion 0.4) in the fatter but not in the former case. 
As examples for the Jordan-HirIder case we obtain in 83 the Jordan--Dedekind 
Chain Condition for semimodular lattices and a generalization of the classical case 
which needs lightly fewer assumptiuns than are used in the literature, e.g. (61. 
gS contains examples for the Schreier Theorem, firstly the lattice theoretical case 
of Qre [ 141 again and some derivations from it, secondly 3 Schreier Theorem for 
semisimplkial sets as an example for a Schreicr Theorem in functor cutegories and 
fmaUy the classical case again under assumptions which are slightly weak.er than 
thorse of Calenko and Sul’ geifer [ 2 1 and Wyler [ f 6) . 
8 0. Notational pretiminaries 
0.0. NO denotes the set of nonnegative integers and It) the set consisting of 0, t 
and aft integers between 0and t, for all rE N,. 
0.1. If C is a category we denote by 
the subcategories of all isomorphisms, monomorphisms and epimorphisms in C. 
0.2. For all morphismsf in a category C we denote by 
(Q.2) domJ cod f 
the domain and the codomain of fconsidered as identity morphisms. If N is a class 
of morphisms then “dom N’ is the class of AI objects in C which appear as domain 
of an element 0s’N. 
If C has a zero object we denote by 
18.3) ker I; coker f
the class of kernels and cokernels, respectively. 
0.3. ffg and h are monomorphisms (epimarphisms) of a category C, then 
means that there is a i E IC with 
fin&ion. Let C be a category and g, h a coterminaf pair in ki C. A uru?~r of 
snd k denoted by g U h, is a morphism in M C with 
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(0.6) g = (g u h)g+ , h = (g U h)h+ 
for suitable g+, h+ E C satisfying the following universal property: 
UW rl-fb, gc,, h, E M c ure given such thrrt fog0 = g, foho = h then there is Q 
p.5 c tithfd=gUh. 
We need some facts aku t these unions which are contained in the f,lJowing 
lemmas. 
0.42. Lemma LLet C be 4 cutegory with pulltwcks and f. g, h E M C be giver! such 
that 
(6.14)) h = km 
ilP#d 
(0.H) codg=cadh 
1fg U h E 1 C thtw g U k exists and belongs also to 1 c. 
and S a class of morphisms in C . 
if arky equation 
with gj E S for all i E [rl implies the existence of an 1 E [r] and morphisms 
f ‘, f ” E C such that 
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(0. 16) f”‘g&gt . . . gr 
o.!kk Notdtm. If S is a crass of morphisms in a category C then we denote by SI 
the class of S-indecomposzible morphisms in C. 
0 1. Jordan-HiHder-Schreier Situations 
I. 1 e Definition. A Jo&m- Hiilder-Schmier Situation (_abbrevia ted IHSS) is a triple 
(C, S, -) such that 
O,t) C is a camgory, 
( 1.1) S is a sub&m of C: consisting of the wcakd “subiwariant’” morphisms, 
( 1.3) 4 is an tquivuiewc re1atiun on S. 
in a Jp1sS one may ask if the theorems of Jordan-HC4der and Schreier arc valid 
or not. To make t.?is more precise we need some further definitions. 
Let a faed fHSS (C, S, 4, be @ven. 
1.2. Otfisitkm. A subinvariant s&es is a finite sequence 
(1.4) d=(BO,gt. l - l +j 
of subinvatiant morphisms uch that 
4 ta domg,= codgl, I 
[l,-- f 1. Ig is CalJed the length of 8. 
Later we will also need infinite sequences of this kind: A subinvariant sequence 
is an infinite sequence 
I1.6) (~~=(g*.gp* l l ,gi* l l * 1 
of subinvariant morphisms uch that ( 1.6) holds for all I E N,. 
1.3. Notation. Subinvariant series are denoted by small and sequences by capital 
gothic letters, their elements by the corresponding latin letters plus a iower index. 
Further we set 
(1.8) W,l:=g()g1 . ..gr 
for all E N,,. 
1 A. Definition. The Jordw-- Hdder Thtxwem is valid in rhe JHSS ( C, S, -) if for 
any pair (& t)) of subinvariant series with 
( 1.9) I !\ I = I 11 I 
a bijection II : [r,l -b frlj] exists such that 
. 
(1.10) gr “h,l 
for all E [!,I. b 
In order to formulate the analogous 
need further the n&w of refinement. 
125. Definition. The subinvariant series 
if there is a strongly increasing map ot : 
t 1’ 11) R() = RIDR^; * - . &J. 
(1-m IQ+ 1 =&&,)+,&,)+l * * *i&r 
and 
(1.W Wq)=$ I 
definition for the Schreier Theorem we 
g is a refinerlterzt of the subinvariant series 11 
[II\] --c [ I{] such that . * 
1.6. Definition. i%e Scheier Tlaecwem is valid in the JHSS ( C, S, -), if for any pair 
(!I, h) of subinvariant series with ( 1.9) refinements :, 5 nf g and 1,. respectively. 
and a bijection n : [$I + [I$ exist such that 
2t4 
The two fr,Uowing theorems are some trivial consequences of these definitions. 
U.54) ifj-f 
5 2. The validity of the Jordan-HGi(der Theorem 
2.1. Many of the JHSS’s in which the Jordan--Hijlder Theorem is valid s;atisfy the 
fdlovviqg axioms, the existsnce axiom QJHE) and the quality axioms (IHQ. I) to 
(JHQ.38 or their duals, 
Let (C, S, -) be a JHSS and let SC denote the subc‘qoty of C, which is 
generated by S. 
d!’ f-_ __. _ -F--_.~ 
I2.1) h 1 h” 
c c 
.qL-_ - - .__c__L 
R 
is B puifbuck in SC with g, !I E S und g $ h, then g’ and h’ also belong lo 
Cc.+ (If these Morns are valid, then SC has pullbacks). 
(JEiQ.2) ifi -f wheneverfE S, i, i E ISC and ifj isdefitmi. 
Now we arc able to state uur rirst main theorem. 
2.4. Proof, The necessity of{JHQ.3) is trivial, that of{ JHQ.4) Fdlows from the 
ctjuation 
for any isomorphism i, rwnely , i E S would imply i- * E S by means of (P&-N&O), thus 
the equation (2.2) would contain only elements of S. But such an equation is im- 
passibfc, If the Jordan -- Efbldcr Theorem is valid. 
The remainder of the proof af the tjheorem foflows by means of the well known 
indue than argument from 
2.6. Proof. We form the diagram 
&-- 2 1 *(i-I? gW & + 1) 
. . . + ._^L _ - -*__+_ +“_-_. ,- - . ..- c .*. . . . . . . ..LI” +-t. e-w- ,.. 
,p 2 ) 
. . . f__ ___ - -_- 
$p-- 1) 
+‘..- - _,.....__I 4. 
p *Ir+ 1) 
-_- .* ,,..___._ f .--.._- 1. .- 
cho~ing$~’ and h(‘) step by step, beginning on the Ieft, such that every small 
parakiogram is a pullback. Since ho E MS C the square 
h 
i 
identity 
& aiso a pullback. This implies hCt+ * 1 E IS@. 
It may be tiat some other @s are also isomarphisms. Let j be the smallest 
number such that h(i) ” IIS an isomorphism. Then we derive from (JHQ. I) and (JHQ.4) 
(2.7) ho “go ifj= 1, 
(2.8) /+Jwl) =gj_r ifj-l E [r), 
and further gli, E IC. Then 
ifl<i<j 
ifj=i 
ifj<iGF 
gives the desired morphisms ifi < I + I. In case i = t + 1 (2. IO) has to be slightly 
modified. 
Using (JHQ.3) now it is easy to construct he required bijection n. 
5 3. Examples for the validity of the Jordan-Hiifder Theorem 
3.1. Lattices. Let L be a iat 
able morphisms in L* and 
tice, considered as a category, S the set of indecom POS- 
in the JHSS ( L. S, -), the a;uioms (JHE), (JHQ.0). (JHQ.2) -- (JHQ.4) and their 
duals automaticaily hold. (JHQ. 1) is exactly the condition of lower semi.modulari- 
ty and its dual corresponds to upper semi-modularity 15. p. 12Oj. The resulting 
Jordan-Hijlder Theorem is known as “Jordan-Dedekind Chain Condition” (or 
“Dedekindscher Kettensata” [ 3: 5) 1. 
This and the more general case of preordered sets is treated excellently by Ore 
in [ 131 (cf. also [ 111). Qur approach in 8 Z generalizes Qre’s work in considering 
arbitrary equivalence r lations instead of (3.1). 
3.2.1. The ciassical Jordan--Hhildcr Theorem works in a category C: with zero object 
0 where the subinvariant morphisms belong to the class K of all kernels having cot0 
kernels and any two such classes are equivalent if they have isomorphic okernels. 
In this section we do not take the K-indecomposable morphisms as subinvariant 
since the assumptions which we need in order to prove the corresponding Jordan-- 
HiMder Theorem are strong enough to derive the Schreier Theoretn. We therefore 
obtain this case by means of Theorem 1.8 from section 5.3. 
3.2.2. Let f be a class of objects in C, S the class of all kernels having a cokcrnel 
whose codomain belongs to E and 5, the class of all cokernels having a kernel in s’. 
Then (JHQ.0) and (JHQ.2) hold automatically. (JHE) is valid iff a composition 
$I has a kernel whenever g E g and h E S;( JHQ.4) is equivalent to 
(3.2) 04 E. 
Further we have, assuming (3.8, 
* 3‘ : 24 - B is indecompwtble iff B covers A (cf. 15, p. I 15 1). 
$2.3. Lemm. If&h is either zero or a cokemel whmever $2 s and h E S, then 
(JHQ. I ) and (JHQ.3) also hold. 
Rwf. Let a pullback of the form (2.1) be given and let 9, fi be ookernels of g and 
h, respectively, with codomain in E. The only nontrivhai point to show is that 
aP;k=Oiff!i+GI. 
Let us assume gh = 0. Then there is an epimorphism f such that 
it/$ f 0, then by assumption Ik would be a cokernel. Therefore 
wotuId be also an epimorphism. But this gives 
(3.5) csdi =O, 
in cumtradktion to (3.2). 
More famifiar conditions are obtained if E is the class of simple objet ts. 
3.25 fkftition. An object in C is simple if it is neither a zero nor a cudomain of 
a nanisomorphic eiement of K. 
3.U Now fct E be the class of ail simple objects and E the class of all cokernels 
having kernels. Then the condition 
rmpbes the hypotheses in Lemma 32.3 and CorulIary 32.4. 
Condition (3.6) seems to be quite natural for generalizations of the notion of 
abtriian categories which include the category of groups. It may be found for 
example: in 12, p. 46-37; 6; 8; 161. 
In 161 the foilowing axioms are assumed. 
( i ). Every epi has a kerml. every mmm a mkernel. 
( It ). Every fE C may be expremd as f = gh with g mmo and h epi. 
WI ). (Our condition (3.6)). 
r d~~efapment shows that (11) is completely superfluous and that (1) is too strong 
sf one de,& with ‘“sin@? objects as the cokernels of subinvariants. Also a weaker 
~d~tjoi~ than (I) (cf. (5.8)) is sufficient to imply the Schreier Theorem and the 
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case of “indecomposables” mentioned above. The proof of the Jordan-Holder 
Theorem in 161 uses “unions” of which the existence is established by means 
of (I), but which are not intrinsic to this theorem. 
3.2.7. From 3.2.6 we can derive the Jordan-Haldct Theorem for the category of 
groups and its dual. We should remark that the notion “simple” and the condition 
(3.6) are self-ctual, As MacLane [ 121 has already pointed out, the group theoretical 
Jordan-Hiilder Theorem has nothing to do with the fact that the category of 
groups fails to be self-dual. 
A further example is the category of pointed sets where the two-point sets are 
simple. For more examples ee 116, 6 2) . 
8 4. The validity of the Schreier Theorem 
4.1. For the validity of Schreier’s Refinement Theorem, we assume the following 
existence axioms (SE. 1) to (SE.31 and the quality axioms (SQ.0) to (SQ.3) (or 
their duals). These axioms contain nothing about the equivalence r lation, but we 
shall show that there is a canonical one such that the Schreier Theorem is true. 
Thus in view of Theorem 1.8 (i), we obtain sufficient conditions for the validity 
of the Sdueier Theorem. 
Let C be a category and S a class of morphisms in C. Without loss of generality 
we may assume for the remain r of 54 that C is generated by S. For the applica- 
tions later on we have to replace C by SC in the following axioms. 
4.2. Axioms. 
(SQ.0) codscs c MC (* c = MC). 
If g and h belong to S and are coterminal, then 
(SE. 1) 4 pullback j&r g and h e.xjSts in C . 
(SQ. 1) If ( 2.1) is a pullbuck in C, then g’ and h’ also belong to S. 
(SE.2) g U h exists in C. 
(SQ.2) g U h belongs to S. 
If 
, 
+--J--- 
1 m’ 
(4.1) h I I h’ \ /’ a/ It-’ 
is a commutative diagram over S such that the lefthand square is a pullback and 
R U h an isonrorpihism, then 
(SE.3j Cgk’) U’ h exists in C, 
.3) (gk’) u h belongs to Sand the inducti sq~e 
w we give ~rnmediate consequences of these axioms. 
14.3) domf=codg=codh. 
such thur &her g U h or fg U fi existn 
Next we define the canonical equivalence relation. 
4.4. fkfiaiticwr. h is (strongly) perspective to k* abngg, if g E C: (g E S), g w h 
exists and belongs to I C and h* is a pullback crf h alongg. h is (st~~~g!y) 
perspeeti~e to h* it: there is a g such that h is (strongly) perspective to h+ along 
g* 
Thus perspectivity isa reflexive and transitive relation on C generated by the 
reklexive relation of’ strong perspectivity. These relations generate an equivalence 
rdation of which the restriction to S is the canonical equivalence relation which 
we half use in the f&wing. It is denoted by -eC. 
Using these notions we may express (SE.3) and (SQ.3) in another form. 
4.5. bnma. If h E S is strung& perspective to k’m’ alcmg with k ’ f S, then there 
are k, m E S with 
(4.41 h=km 
t k is strong@ perspective to k’ alorrgg and m is strong1 perspective to m’ 
aI<mg the pullbock oj’g along k. 
Roof. By means of (SE.3) we define 
(4.5) k : = (gk’) u h. 
Let m and n be the inclusions of h and Igk’). respectively ink. The desired pul!- 
back properties then follow from (SQ.13). It remains to show that g U k E i[ C and 
n W m E IC. From Lemma 4.3 we obtain the existence of n LJ m and 
(4.6) k(n U tn) 2 (gk’) U h = k, 
which gives n U m E 2 C since is monk. Since 
(4.7) gUh=(gUkm) 
is an isomorphism we tlnd by means of Lemma 0.4.3 that g u k is also an isumoiphlsrn. 
It is clear that we may replace (SE.31 and (sQ.3) by the statement of this lemma 
if the other axioms are valid. Further, a simple induction argument shows 
The key for the validity of the Schreier Theorem in the f HSS ( C, S, y.) is 
(4.8) Wdh=COdgg. 
lrhen there is a (nece~rily unique up to isomuq>hisms) subinvariont s~quenrdI 
with 
bof. We constn\ct 3 inductive by such that the in&Mon rn(tr of tr in I!& I f is 
perspective to h (I+ z ) along the inclusion n (0 of 1 WI 1 in 1 Ji-l / . Taking 
(4.10) k. =go uh 
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we obtain the diagram 
! h’ I 
1 
from which n’ TV m’ E I C. Thus we can start the induction. 
In order to perform the induction step from I to I + 1 we use the abbreviation 
ad denote by m* and $+ l the inclusions af hrr + * j and gr + l , respectively in k*. 
Then we have the following diagram (full lines): 
+ ‘~-+------- ---..__-.. . . _ .-- 
I 
i 
j*t1 f 2)! I 
“41+ j 1 
2=k. + 
Now Lemma 4.6 gives (dolied lines) kl+t perspective tu k* and &t) perspective 
to m+ along n*. Since m* is strongly perspective to W2) along nf&, we get &‘+I) 
perspective to h” + z, along 
Finally we have 
ng the morphisms in this proof we obtain the essential part of the familiar 
Wterfly diagram which occurs in ‘the Zassenhaus lemma. 
223 
(4.18) 
Thus we can perform the proof of the Schreicr Theorcrn in the Zasswhaus way and 
obtain 
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$j 5. Examples for the validity of the Schreiet Theorem 
S.1. Lattices 
5.l.l. Let f. be a lattice, considered as a category, and 
(5.l) s: = L. 
Then all our axioms and their duals except he second patt of (SQ.3) hotd auto- 
maticalfy. (SQ.3) is equivalent now to (using lattice theoretical notation} 
(5.2) afl(bUc)=b 
whenever (a n c) & b & a. But this is exactly the condition of modularity 
be written in the self-dual form 
which can 
whenever b C a. 
An invariant of an equivalence class is the “quotient’* of its morphisms (cf. [ 5, 
Q- 118)). 
5.1.2. If C is any category and 
(5.4) s= MC. 
then the axioms in 4.2 are satisfied iff the subobjects of any ob_ject in C form a 
modular lattice. This is true for example for a topos, but not for arbitrary exact 
categories in the sense of Barr [I 1. The fatter follows from the fact that any pre- 
ordered set can be considered as an exact category. 
5.2. Semisimpiicirrl sets 
S-2.1. Let C be a category and S a subclass of C satisfying the axioms in 4.2; take 
for example. for C the category of sets and the class of injective maps. Let P be 
another category. We consider the functor category Co and in CD the class SDof 
aIl natural tlransformations F + F’ such that FA -+ FA’ belongs to S for all objects 
A in 0. Then SD satisfies also the axioms in 4.Z. 
5.2.2. In particutar, we consEder the categor-y of sc:misirr.;~licial sets, 
gory of sets, D the category of finite ordinals. Let S be the class of 
i.e., C the cate- 
injective maps, 
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then SD is the class of semisimplicial monomorphisms. If h, h’ E SD are canonically 
equivalent, hen they have isomorphic quotients. 
A more interesting case is the canonical equivalence of So-indecomposable 
morphisms. hE SD is indecomposable iff there is a pushout diagram (cf. 141 for 
the notations) 
h 
x+---- Y 
t t 
I I 
The epic part of the semisimphcial map ch is an invariant of the equivalence ciass 
of an indwomposable semisimpliciai monomorphism h.
5.2.3. Since the category of sets also satisfies the duals of the axioms in 4.2, we 
have 3 canonical equivalence relation and a Schreier Theorem as well if we take 
the semisimplici;il epimorphisms as subinvariants. We restrict our attention again 
to the indecomposables. A semisimpliciai epimorphism h is indecomposable, iff 
there is 3 diagram 
h 
(5.6) i[nl -LAInI ..:X---- Y. 
where the left-hand part is an equalizer and the right-hand part is a coequaiizer. 
The nonnegative integer II then is an invariant of the equivalence class of h. 
5.3. I%? “dassicu~‘~use (notations 3s in $2) 
5.3.1. If we take 
then (SQ.0) automatically holds and (SE. 1) as well as (SQ. I ) are va id iff a compo- 
sitian j$ has a kernel whenever FE kt and h E K. For example, this is satisfied if 
(3.6) is valid. But (3.6) is not enough to assure the existence of the ?;tesired unions. 
5.3.2. Lemma. (SE.2) and (SQ.2) are valid if (3.6) and 
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Qcnrrof. We define g U h to be the kernel of Fi “i where g is a coketnel of g and fir’ a 
cokernel of the h” which arises in the factorization d)$ by t?teanS of (3.6). 
In order to prove the union property for thisg U h we have to consider a com- 
mutaWe diagram of the following form (full lines) 
whcni, g and t) are subinvariant series and to construct a j EK (dotted line) such 
that 
Since Lemma 4.3 (ii) is trivtrrrl in this situation, we can assume 
The remainder follows by induct ion on I f , showing moreover that the desired j is 
the kernel of 6; & (notation analogous to above), i.e. 
Thus we can assume 
fllcn the proof of the existence af j is easy (see e.g. f 6, Theorem 13.3 1). 
Thus it remains to show 
This wifE be done in 5.3.4. We need the following 
L3.3. Lemm. (First Moether )isomorphism Theorem). IJ(3.6) UUL? (5.8) /IO& a& 
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the outer square in the d&gram 
4 R’ ___c--- -1_1 
(SX) h 
Roof. We decomposeilg U h) according to (3.6) into a cokernel of g+ and a kernel 
% E K. 6” turns out to be a cokemel of 6’ . This proves the lemma. 
5.3.4. In order to show (5.14) we observe first 
.._- 
(5.16) go jg+ = 0. 
Therefore we get a j” satisfying 
Using Lemma 5.3.3 we find that (5.14) is equivalent o 
which follows from the equation 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3+. 7 Far (SE.3) and (SQ.3) we need no 
further axioms. 
5.3.5, Lemma. ff ( 3.6) Q& ( 5.8) hold, tlm (SE.3) arrrl (SQ.3) are also valid. 
Proof. We consider a diagram of the form (4. I) and with the same properties. First 
we obtain 
(S.20) $I cz coker g’* fig E coker h’ 
for all cokemelsg and fi of g and h, respectively. Using (3.6) we decompose (J$k 
into ib cokernel %T of m’ followed by a kernel /Is’* E K. Let k” be a cokernel of k” 
and A* a kernel of k” fi. which we obtain by means of ( 5.8 j. 
~ilnce r(k) is a cokernel of k’, the induced square 
+___ -- 
P 
turns out to be a pullback and gis a kernel of& Sincea W k is an isomorphism 
#r;k isalso a coke& of (97 Now take m E K such that 
(fi.22) ktn = h. 
Then we have & m E 7 C and therefore 
This gives the existence of&k”) u h with the desired properties. 
5.9.6. It is dear that the &morphism classes of the codomains of the cokernels of 
elements of A’ 3re invariants with respect o the canonical equivalence. 
Therefore we have the fokwing 
5.3.lr. Exampfes for the applicability of Theorem 5.3.7 are: The category of groups, 
the cs’iegory of pointed sets, a11 categories satisfying the as..umptions of Il6j 
(whe *e further examples are given). 
Fi sally we mention that it is easy to construct a category with zero satisfying 
(3.6) but ncbt (5.8). Then we have a Jordan-Hiilder Theorem in the sense of 3.2 
but nlst a Schreier ‘Fheorem as described here, But our construction gives a very 
artificial exompte and it may be void. 
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5.4. Nwmuhndpri~eipa~ series. The theorems developed in 3.2 and 5.3 are 
generalizations of the classical theorems for s&invariant series (see e.g. [ S] )‘ One 
may ask if it is possible to generalize these theorems to include the case of principal 
and normal series in the sense of [ 5). Without being precise we want to say that in 
both cases this needs a further axiom, viz. the dual of (S.8). This is not astonishing 
since in the category of groups one can consider principal series and composition 
scrics as being dual to each other [ Ii!]. 
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